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, THE SURVEY
.ent reseCc,',:;hcCIncerning the specific ways that people naturally sense, conceptualize and respond to situations have

lead to the dh;ovelY ot four basic behavioral styles.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RESPONDlfJG
In the space prcvided below, identify those behaviors which are MOST-TO-LF..ASTcharacteristic of you in an identified
situation. WOi'king left to right, assign "4" points to the MOST characteristic behavior, "3" to the next most characteristic, then
"2" and finan~1" '," to your LEASTcharacteristic behavior. '
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INSTRUCTiONS FOR COUNTING AND GRAPHING LEVEL
OF EI~ERGY1. Total the mimbers in each of the four columns. Place the total number

for each c :)il.mn in the blank at the bottom of the column.

Check the, accuracy by adding all the columns together. When all four
columns C!r~added together they will equal 100.

Using a h;'lld! object such as a coin, rub the squares at\he top of each
of the toul 1:f.~lumns,and the squares at the top of the graph, and the 2
squares tc tt e Iflit of the graph.

. Plot the numlJer:s from the totals columns above, on the graph to the
right. For i~:<ample;if the total number in the "D" column was 15, you
would pla:>3the plotting point (DOT) half-way between the 14 and the
16 on the ]raph for that dimension.

---

Aftercompjetin~;1YCJurgraph, circle the highest visual point. This
represents y<,urstrcJngest behavioral characteristic. The higher you score
on the graph. th,;:more intensity you bring to this behavioral characteristic.
Look at the k:Um rE!veaIedat the top of the ,graph which corresponds to
the highest v,.\HI point. Using this letter look up your behavioral style
(D =dominar'CE<style, i = influencing style, S =steadiness stile and
C =cautious ,:tyle) on the next page.'.
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